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ABSTRACT 

The subject of this thesis is the design of a pulse-vidth-modulate'd 

(P'~1), regulator type, controller for a servomotor type of plant. The 

objectives are, 

(a) to derive the equations which describe the time-optimal 

strategy for the specific case of the servomotor plant, 

(b) to discuss Pv!H control using linear feedback and what are 

the apparent limitations of the present design tec~~iques, 

(c) to define a set of linear feedback coefficients in a manner 

so that the system's trajectory can be very close to the time

optimal trajectoryp and 

(d) to compare the performance of the time-optimal and linear 

P'..JM controllers. 

The approach to the design problem is principly one of utilizing the 

time-optimal control strategy to suggest a design for a simple (but 

suboptimal) linear feedback, ~~ controlled system. Considerable experi

mental results from computer simulations are presented. These results 

indic~te how the relative performance or the optimal and linear controllers 

depend on the sample period size, the target size~ and several different 

initial conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis.describes two different designs for a pulse-width-

modulated ( P'vJH), regula tor type, con troller for a servomotor type of 

plant. The output of such a controller is a sequence of ract~ngular 

pulses of constant amplitude, and the polarity of a given pulse is the 

same s.s the sampled error signal input to the controller. This type of 

controller is, therefore~ equivalent to a switch. The advantage of such 

a controller is that no linear power amplifier is needed. Even though 
\ 

the output is either On or Off, the control power is cont1.nuously 

adjustable by changing the pulse width. The disadvantage of F'v:X control 

is that the controller is nonlinear, thus making its analysis and design 

more difficult than for a linear controller. 

The initial objective of this investigation was to deterilline how 

to design a P'JlM controlled system. After a literature search, the 

scope of the problem was reduced to a study of the time-optimal ~M con-

trol of a servomotor:type of plant and a linear feedback approximacion 

to ';..he nonlinear time-optimal feedback. 
1
In particular, the time-optimal 

?xM control theory is reviewed and the equations which describe the 

time-optimal strategy for the specific case of the servomotor plant are 

derived. Next, PWM·control using linear feedback is discussed, and the 

apparent limitations of the present design techniques are pointed out. 

A set of linear feedback coefficients are derived in a manner so that 

the system's trajectory can be very close to the time-optimal trajectory 

(but only for a limited number of initial conditions for the case of 

time- invariant feedback coefficients). Also~ the performance (the ' 

response time) of the time-optimal PWM control is compared to that of 

the linear feedback Pi>JM control. There is discussion of the factors 
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affecting the difference in performance ~~d when there might be very 

little difference in the response time of the t\<to PWH controllers •. 
~ 

As part of the author's attempt to give a better 11 feel 11 for F!11'M 

systems, some similarities between pi,JM. control and pulse-a.m.plitude-

modulated (PAM) control are discussed, along with the:r relationship 

to bang-bang control. Some of this discussion \.:as the genesis of the 

approach taken to the linear PWX control.problem vieved as an approxi-

mation to the time-optimal PW'M .controller •. 

A Tew vords are now given about the previous work on PWH controlled 

systems. This work can be divided into two categories--analysis and 

synthesis. Analyses of the tim~ response are not amenable to closed 

analytical expression. Hovever, the time response at discrete time· 

intervals is readily obtained from computer computations based on the 

difference equation. Stability analysis has been studied by several 

authors (for example, references (1), (2), and (5))e Reference (1) 

2 
utilizes a describing function technique; Nelson's approach ,, is 

based on the prediction and minimization of the limit-cycle behavior of 

sanpled-relay·-control systems; and a Lyapunov function tecr-_"lique is 
5. 

used by Murphy ~: Since PWl.f control is nonlinear, it is not sur-

prising that all these stability analyses do not give tmy information 

about the relative stability. It is also apparent that there is no 

analysis procedure vhich makes evident what the effects on the per~· 

forr.1ance are f'or changes in feedback and PWH controller pa.rru:1eters. 

In other words, there is no technique for PWM analysis and design 

analogous to frequency domain or transform analysis of linear saopled-

data or continuous systems. 

.. 
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A synthesis procedure (when available) is, or course, the most 

desirable design tool. Synthesis procedures are generally in the class 

of noptimal control11 problems. The saiient feature. of the approach is 

that somo performance index on the plant variables and control variables 

is specified, constrai'nts are imposed on these variables, and then a 

control la\.1 or control sequence is found which makes the perfor.:'lance 

index a minimum (or maximum). It is noted, then, that tpe feedback 

·configuration is not assumed ~Priori as it is· for the conventional 

design approach. However, the L~plementation of the optimal control 

system often requires some practical compromises that makes it less than 

optimal. 

T'.lo mea5ures of performance that have been applied to optimal 

PVJM control are minimu."Tl correction· time and the sum of the errors squared 

(at discrete sa~ple times). The.latter performance index is utilized 

in references (4) and (10). Reference (4) (which is based on a previous 

paper10) presents a design procedure which yields a linear feedback 

structure and a sampled-data digital compensator;. the approach assumes 

that the error is zero at all sa'!lple times except the first one following 

a step disturbance. It follows that the compensator is 11 calibrated11 

for a given step disturbance size and is unrealizable for errors larger 

than those which can be reduced to zero in one sample period for a given 

control-pulse amplitude. Another characteristic of the error-squared 

summation is that .the response is always underdamped •. These character

. is tics may, or may not, be undesirable, depending on the particular 

applicatio~. The design of the optimal type which has more appeal to 

this author is the time ... op.timal one. It is the subject of a major part 

of this thes'is. 
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II. SYST&"! DESCRIPTION .A.l'W TEfu"!INOLOGY 

The class of controlled systems (called plants) considered in this 

paper can be described (in terms of the state-varis.ble represcnto.tion) 

'by the following linear, tir::.e-invariant, vc:lctor differential equation: 

2£ ( t ) = g ( t ) 7" E,u ( t ) , (1) 

where x(t) is ann-vector called the state vector or simply the state of 

the pla.'1t at timet. The elementsp ?tl' x2, ••• ~, xnt of the state vector 

are the state variable5 of the.plant. The coefficient matrix /i, is of 

size (m:n) and has constant elementsp and £. is an n-vector with constant 

.elewents. The output of the plant is a linear combination of the eler::.ents 

of the vector ~(t), that is, 

(2) 

whe:-e c is an n-vector, and (£.,~) is the scalar product. 

The state vector, !( t), can be any vector whose components (the 

sta~e va::.·iables) can be identi1'led as a minimal set of functions that 

contai:-~ .e11ough info:rnmtion about the past history of a systm:.1 to determine 

the future behavior, given a knowledge of the future control inputs, 

u(t). For example, the state variables ca.n be identified with the out

put v~riables of the plant and their successive derivatives, like the 

output position and velocity of a second-order servomotor. This set of 

state variables is called the standard form •. Another frequently used 

form (called the normal form) as.sumes that the state variables are the 

exponential terms of the response, called the 11modes" of the system. In 

some practical cases it is not possible to measure directly all of the 

state variables. With such plants other elements must be added in order 

to o~tain approximations to.those state variables which are inaccessibla. 

.. 

.. 
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The control problems assumed throughout this study is the regulator 

problem, in which the desired output or equilibrium state is a consta."'lt. 

With the proper choice of state variables, the equilibrium state of the 

plant is fixed at the origin of the state space. Control-system design 

based on this assumption concerning the equilibrium state can be extended 

in generalto systems where the variation of the reference input is slow 

compared with the transient response tin1e. When the desired output can 

be expressed in the form of a power series in t, starting at t = 0, the 

solution can be obtained by modifying the solution of the regula tor 

6 problem • 

·rhe control input, u( t), under consideration here is generated by 

a pulse-width-modulated (Ft.JM) controller. The controller output is a 

sequence of rectangular pulses of donstant amplitude, and the sign of a 

given pulse is the Sarle as that of the sampled input to ·the controller. 

The output pulses begin at the sru.tpling instant and end at any instant 

within the sampling interval. Other schemes for the .timing of the pulses _ 

are possible, but do not appear in the 'literature. Our ~4 controller 

c~"'l be foroally described by: 

'~t 
u(t)=(o 

, kT~t 'kT+-t 

, kT + 't' ~ t < ( k + 1) T (3) 

k = 0,1,2, ••• 

where 5 is the polarity of the control pulse, and M is the amplitude of 

the control pulse. The pulse width, 't', is some linear or nonlinear 

scalar function of the state vector, 2£, at discrete·ss.t:.ple times kT 

(k = 0,1,2, ••• ). That pulse-width-control function is denoted by: 

(4) 
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A form of Eq~ (4) considered by ~elson2 is 

(5) 

. \olhere {?> is a. scale factor and 

t' '/Z > 1 

sat z = z, jz\'5 1 
I 
l-1, z <.-1 

The polarity, s , is equal to 5 = sgn [a{ kT )] , where sgn is the signum 

function. The feedback-control s:i.gnal:(i.e.,.the input to the controller), 

o(kT) is a linear combination of the state variables: 

o(kT) = (~,2f.) • . (6) 

Equation (5) \olill be referred to a.s the linear PVJM controller. In 

Sec. V, it is shown that a nonlinear feedback is required for optimal 

P\-.1!-i control. 

• 
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III. NORMALIZATION 

It is convenient to de~~~ibe a system with a minimum number of 

parameters. A technique for accomplishing this is to scale the indepen

dent variable, time, and the dependent variables, ~and~' so that·certain 

parameters are equal to unity. 

Consider, for example, a second-order servomotor with transfer 

·fun~tion: 

K G ( s l - __,_...:::.-.....,... · - s(s + a) 

and.input voltage M. Let the actual time, t, be transformed by t' =at. 

Then the original differential equation for the plant alone, 

becomes: 
.• 

2 . 
9...:l.. + Qz =s M2K • 
dt' 2 dt' a 

Note that the combination MK/a represents :the steady-state (maximum) 

speed which will be denoted by VM. The time7normalized plant is then 

0 1 ( s) 1 = --:----~'":" 
s(s + 1) (7) 

with a modulator output amplitude of M' = VM/a. Hence, the magnitude of 

the maximum .final speed is now M'. The time transformation also implies 

that T' = aT and "t 1 . = a't. Because the plant is linear, the state 

variables, ~(t), and plant input, M', can be scaled in units of, say,· 

M' or a~y other constant. However, parameters which'define the transforma-

. tion 't = 't [;:s( kT D must also be scaled so that the pulse width, 't 1 , is 
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unaffected; other•..;i.se, a second time transformation would be the result. 

If all the coef.'ficients of ~in the relationship 't = 't'[;[{kT~J are in 

units of l;}fl, then thl.s condition is not violated. 

All of the examples in this paper are for plants described by 

Eq. (7)~ The primes denoting the normali.zed para.:ueters willre Oll'.itted 

in the remainder of the report. 

\ 

·•· 
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rl. ANALYSIS OF P~IM SYSTEM 

~!.A. Difference Eauation 

The solution of Equation (1) which relates the.state variables, 

~(t), to the initial state, :i(t
0

), and input u(t), fort~ t
0

, is 

the following: 
. . . t 

.· ~(t) = i!:(t - \)~(t0 ) + £ !J:(t - ~ )£u{ ~ )dil, (a) 

. t . 
·o 

where gi( t), the tra.nsi tion matrix," is found from 

At 1 . -I 
~(t) = e- = ;r- [si-b.] . 

t.-:'), 

(9) 

For the interval of time kT ~ t < kT + ~, the plant input has the value: 

u(t) = M~ 

and so the value of ~(t) at t = kT + ~ can be solved in terms of the 

initial state 2£(t
0

) = ~(kT): 

(10) 

where 

~ 

. h( .,, = f . 11:( )l))!d x. 
0 

Over the interval of time kT + ~ ~ t ~ -(k + .l)T when u(t) = 0, 

. (11) 

After substituting Eq. (10) into (11) and using the property of trans

ition matrices that ~(u + v) = ~(u)~(v), then the difference equation 

(also called transition . equation) over the k-th sarnpling period for 

pulse-width control is: 

r :1 ?f;_(k + l)TJ = g(T)2£(kT)+ }'Hfi(T. - ~)hh). (12) 
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Equation ( 12) ls the starting point, fpr most of what follows. 

N,:Jte that. the second term of Eq. (12) is a nonlinear function of.' 

the pulse width, 't, since ~(t - 't) and h(·t) a.re exponential functions 

of -t. Therefore, the standard z-transform techniques are not directly 
. . 

applicable, and hence a."1·• exactp closed; a.."lalytic solution of the time 

response is not feasible. However, the exact tL>ne response (at sample 

instants) can be computed by iterative applications of Eq. (12), vhich 

is easily done with a digital computer. 

Equation (12) will now be exhibited in terms of two particular 

sets of state vad.ables. First, consider a set of 11 normal 11 state 

variables for plant with n dlstinct poles~ Ap · !12,. •• , ~. The 

tr~"lsition matrix is 

r /'1 t 0 0 0 61 0 0 
}12t 

'~( t) = I? e • $ • "' 0 

lb )\n t 
.0 e 

and the h('t) matrix is 

IL Al't 
- l)l (e . 

1\ 
,A2't 

h(-t) 1 1) - }\") 
(e 

" I .... • 
~ 

L (elln't 
I 
I 

1) I 
{I 

J 
0 

n 

Then the output, y( kT), is 

(13) 

+~•; + c X (kT), 
n n · 

where the c~ 's are the residues of the corresDonding roots,)).. After 
~ . • 1 

substituting Eqs. (lJ) and (14) into (12), the desired difference is 

;., 
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then (in scalar form): 

(15) 

Next, consider the 11 standard 11 form of state variables for the plant 

G(s) = s(sl+ l) • The state variables are x1 = y and x2 = y. The tra."ls

ition matrix (from Eq. (9)): 

1 

~(t) = (16) 
0 

Also, 

( 17) 

When·~(T- ~)h(~) is formed and simplified, 

(18) 

The next subsection discusses a."l approximation to Eq. (12) (or the 

last tWO solutiOf!-S, in particular) that 'Will allow standard z-transfor;a 

analysis to be utilized. 

rv.B. An ApDroximate z-Transfo~ Method of Analysis 

11 
J~deen suggested that P~'. systems could be analyzed as pulse-

~plitude-modulated (PAM) systems if the controller output pulses could 

b~ approximated by impulses. The assumptions he made were, a) that the 
•J 

plant has a dominant time constant that is at least twice the sampling 

period, and b) that his ttmodula tion ratio 11 , f3 , (not the same f3 as 

introduced in Sec. II) is such that for the larGest input, Rmax' tho 

pulse vidth is less than, or equal to~ the sampling time, T. His result 

was that the ~M (as defined by Eq. (5)) could b0 replaced by an a~plitude 
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sampler and hold circuit with the characteristic 

-f->Ts 
. H(s) = 1- e R M 

. s 
max 

His experimental results agreed ver,y well with that predicted by the 

equivalent PAM system. A natural extension of his result is to allow 

any size input and to ass~~e that there is a saturating gain in cascade 

with the plant. That is, let (3·= 1 in Eqo (19) and then the equivalent 

saturating Sa.L"1ple and hold circuit (in cascade .With plant) is aS shown 

in Fig. 1. Now ~ has the same me~~ing as previously used in Sec. II. 

(19) 

Essentially the same equivalent circuit can be.obtained from the difference 

equation (12). Thus, the extent of approximation can be oade directly 

evident in the time domain as follows. . 
-~i~ . 

The exponential terms, e , in Eq. (15) are expanded in a 

Maclaurin series: 

If all the nonlinear terms are discarded, then Eq. (15) becomes 

. ~iT ~.T 
xi [(k + l)T] = e xi (kT) + ~M~ e l. • (20) 

The maxim~~ absolute error in xi [(k + l)TJ for any pulse width, ~, 

(0~ ~ c:::T) is 

The relative error in the forcing term portion of the expression for xi 

(Sk + l)TJ is 
2 

(f'li~) 
relative error = _;;;;.... ___ _ 

-A "' 
2( 1 - e ·- i ) 
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___/ I . MIL I o-' - r -... ~· ~~-----' G(s) .j t----y(t) 
o-(t) To-WGJ ~o- l'"---J~ ,..I (plant) I 

XBL672-697 

FIGURE 1 

BLOCK DIAG?A\1 OF SATURATING SAMPLE A!-JD HOLD CIRCUIT THAT !S 
APPROXIK.O.TELY EQUIVALENT TO THE FEED-FOR\.JARD PATH OF A P~.J!·i SYSTEl·! 
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So for 1~.~~~1/10, the maxinum error is less thfu~ 5%, ~~d the error 
• l 

approaches zero as the equilibrium point is approached. 

Now, the z-transform of Eq. (20) is (assuming ~(0) = 0): 

zX. ( z) 
l . 

Ther~fore, 

ll· T )) . T 
= e 1 X. ( z ) + g Me 1 ~ ( z ) 

l 

X.(z) = [zJ.- pt(T)] -lJM~(z)~(T),. 

and the output isY(z) = CX(z), or 

n 

Y(z) - M~(z) ~ 
i=l /1 T i z-e 

Recall that ~ ~ T, and in particular, 

't = T sat! o1~T) I 
' 

where now 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Equations (22) to (24) are shown in block diagram form in Fig. 2. Hence, 

for sufficiently small sample period for the PWM system with linear feed-

back can be represented by a saturated, s~~pled-data system. For the 

unornal"-state-variable representation, the feedback is of the unity type. 

The restriction 'on the sample period is quite likely to be satisfied 

since the s~ple period is generally adjustable; and smaller sample 

periods are generally preferable from the standpoint of stability. The 

equivalent P~V. system (for·sufficiently small sample period) for the 

case of the normalized servomotor plant and linear feedback is show~ in 

Fig. 3. In a similar manner, an equivalent P.Al-1 system can be found for 

a plant described in'terms of the "standard" state variables. 
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r( t) = 0 

~cr 

,__ __ - ---

Fig. 2 

BLOCK DIAG.RAH OF EQUIVALENT PAH SYST.~1 \.JITH UIJITY FEEDBACK AND 
NOP~~L STATE-V~-~IABLE DESCRIPTIO~ 

z-1 

r~~ 
}(- T. 

Fig. 3 

XBL672- 698 

SJu¥.E AS FIGURE 2, EXCEPT TF..AT IT SPECIFICALLY RELATES TO THE 
NORVIALIZED SERVOMOTOR PLANT . 
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There is much literature concerning sampled-data' (PAN) systems. 

When the sa~ple period is small compared to the dominant t~e constants of 

the plant, this litera. ture ca.n be exploited. But, in general, the P.A.\1 

equivalent system will have a saturation nonlinearity, which ~eans 

that the z-trnnsform technique will not be very. straightforward. The 

interested reader is referred to any standard text on sample-data sys-

tems for infor~a.tion on the design of PI~ systems. 

IV.C. Stability Analysis 

2 Nelson has shown that linear compensation methods, vhich are 
. 

sufficient for stabilizing on-off (or bang-bang) regulation of continuous 

systems, are inadequate when the control is subject to s~~pled data., 

i.e., limit-cycles are inherent in a. sampled on-off regulator. He 

presents an intuitive approach to the stabilization of PWM systems. It 

is ba.sed .. ~on the prediction and minimization of the lil:it-cycle behavior 

of sar.-:pled-rela.y-control systems and on the subsequent elimination of 

this ra.inimum limit cycle by the addition of the capability to control 

the pulse widths. 

This approach is appealing because it gives a qualitative descrip-

tion of the physical mechanism of instability in sampled on-off systems. 

But of more importance is the fact that the coefficients for the feedback

. control signal, o-(kT) = (~,2£)., that satisfy sufficient conditions for 

stability, are expressed explicitly in terms of the controller output, 

M; and sample period, T. In other-words, the stability of the system is 

assumed, and t:.hen t.he requi.site linear control,,o-(kT), is derived. The 

compensation is defined only in terms of ,the chosen set of state variables. 

The actual compensator can take many different forms (e.g., discrete or 

... 
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continuous, casc~de.or feedback net\.Jcrk). However~ since only stabil:i.ty 

i.s guara.'1teed by this method and the transient response design i.s still 

by trial-and-error, the method ls, perhaps~ not a~r use.f'ul as some optimal 

(synthesis) procedures discussed later. 

I should !."lention two other papers concerning stabiH ty of PvJM 

5 1 
systems; they are Ivfurphy and Wu and Delfield and Murphy-. Ir, both 6f 

these papers there is no clue as to hovJ' one can change the feedforward 

or feedback paths to provide stability (except for a cha."lge in the gain 

constant). Nelson's approach provides more infomatio.n, so it wil1 now 

be discussed. 

Generally, any relay-control system which has asymptotic stability 

\olith continuous control will not be asyr.1ptotically stable when sub.jE"~ct 

to s~pling.* This lack of asy.c~totically stable control is an inherent 

result of the interaction of on-off control and sampling. vii th an 

arbitrary pe·rturbation from equilibrium 1 the system's trajectory \>till 

approach a bounded periodic tr·ajectory~ or limit cycle, about the eq~ili-

brh:.;;~ s t:1 te. A characteristic class of limH, cycles for which the 

relay-col.'lt.rol-input sequence can be specified is the class of syrn..":letric 

limit cycles of half-period mT~ where :m = 1,2,.3, ••• ~ and Tis the sampling 

period. Limit cycles in this class have the following properties
2

: 

(a) Any two states symmetrlc to the origin will generate inputs 

of the opposite polarity. 

(b) The states in each half period are syrr.:metric w1th respect 

to the origin. Therefore, for a limit cycle of half-period 

mT, 

2£[(k + m)T] = -?:£(kT). 

~-Refe:..~0:nce given for th:i.s by Nelson is ( 16). 
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(c) The control input to the plant changes polarity only at the 

beginning of each half period of the limit cycle. From these 

properties, Nelson shows2 that the state of the system~ !(r), 

at some r-th sampling inst~~t at which the sign of the feed-

back-control function changes from positive to negative must 

satisfy 

__ ~(r) = M [l + !l(mT)]-l h,(mT) (25) 

where l =identity ~atrix, and m = 1,2,3, ••• 

Therefore, the state given by Eq. (25) is:'a reversal state Qn a 

syr:unetric limit cycle of half-period mT, 'provided that the feedback con-

trol function allows the s.tate to reverse, i.e., 

u(x(r -1)))0 

and u(x(:r.))<O 

For ex~ple, consider a servomotor type~ plant 

1 
G(s) = s(s + i) 

with the state equations: 

where x1 = output and x2 = speed. 

(26) 

The s~ple period, T, is 1 sec. The first three (m = 1,2,3) limit cycles 
. 

are sho~~ in Fig. 4.* The states ~(r) can be computed from Eq. (25) and 

the states ~(r - 1) can be computed from the difference equation 

~ ( r) = ~ ( T) ~ ( r - 1) + Mh ( T) • 

*Fro~ reference (2), pg. 68. 
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A design proc~dure for the elimination of the limit cycles is 

then based upon specifying a linear feedback-control, u(kT)· = sgn O"{kT) 

= sgn (~,~) , so th~t reversal of the control input, u(kT), cannot take 

place at the rev~rsal state required by Eq. (25) for each liuit cycle; 

i.e., so that Eq. (26) is not satisfied. The effect of the vector~ 

is show:: in Fig. 5, 'Where ~ is adjusted to eliminate all but the m = :::.. 

limit cycle. This minimum period (2T) limit cycle can not be eliminated 

by adj~stment of the vector ~· If this inherent limit-cycle b8havior 

is not tol~rable, the relay controller may be modified to allo'W a con-

tinuous variation of the energy supplied to the plant by the relay con-

troller. This can be done by allowing the pulse 'Width to'be less than 

the sample period. The pulse-'Width control is a dual-mode type of 

operation in 'Which region I (in Fig. 6) corresponds to ordinary relay. 

action ('t = T) and region II represents a.region of reduced input ('t'<T). 

For pulse 'Widths defined by 

the region II can be adjusted to eliminate the 2T-limit cycle by varying 

the scale factor,~, so that the 11 limit cycle" is 'Within the unsaturated 

control region. The effect of the addition of the pulse-'Width control is 

shown in Fig. 6. 

This geon1etric approach can be applied· to higher-order systems, but 

it 'Would be very difficult. For higher-order systems, Nelson introduces 

a Lyapunov type method that gives sufficient conditions on the feedback 

control signal para~eters (the vector ~) for asymptotic stability. See 

2 his paper for details. 
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V. TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL 

V.A. Tirne-Ootimal PAM Control 

Pulse-amplitude-modulated (P~~) control is briefly discussed here 

as an introduction to P'..JM control. The unsaturated, PA.\1, time-optimal 

control strategy is straightforward and ~ill serve to introduce some 

concepts that are used to describe the time-optimal PWM control strategy • 

. . The subject of time-optimal control is of interest here from t~o points 

of view. First, it is of interest for its o~ sake, and secor.d, it can 

be utilized to design a suboptimal PWM controller ~ith linear feedback--

usually the most practical type of feedback. 

The principal references used for this section are Kalrr.an6 and 

Tou15 • The original development is reference (6). Instead of using the 

Hamiltonian formulation for determining the time-optimal PAM and ;P'M 

control, a more direct method using the transition equation is generally 

utilized. 

Consider first the difference equation for PAM systems that is 

analogous to that derived for H.'M systems in Sec. rJ .A. For PA.\1, the 

plant control signal, u(t), is described by 

u ( t) = m(.kT) , kT ~ t < ( k + 1 ) T, k = 0, 1, 2, ••• (27) 

where m(t) is a continuous feedb~ck control signal. In other ~ords, 
I 

u(t) is the output of a sample and hold device with m(t) as the input. 

The difference equation for PAM control can be seen immediately from that 

for ~'M control (Eq. (12)) by letting the pulse ~idth, ~, be equal to 

the sample period, T, and the pulse amplitude, M, be m(kT). Therefore, 

the Prul; difference equation is 

~ [(k .+ l)Tj = ~(t)~(kT) + m(kT)h(T) 

since ~(0) =I, the identity matrix. 

(28) 
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The optimal control problem under consideration is "to select the 

control input u(t) which takes the plant from an arbitrary initial 

state, ;:;,(0), to the origin 'in the minimum possible time for a given 

sample period, T. 

The time-optimal PJ\..\1. control of a. second-order linear plant with 

no amplitude constraint on the colr~rol input is ncrw ~~onsidered. The 

system's state vector may be expressed as 

where }ll and 11.2 are two basis vectors, as shown in Fig. 7. '\,'e will see 

that a new coordinate system is useful. If the plant can be trrulsferred 

from the initial state !£.(0) to the origin 1n one sample interval: 

2S( 'I') = o, 

and from Eq. (28) thi.s leads to 

x(T) = 0 = ~(T)~(O) + m(O)h(T)~ 

Solving for 2£(0) and using the property.that 

~1(kT) = ~(-kT) 

gives: 

~(0) = -m(O)~(~T)h(T). {29) 

Letting 

Y.1 = ~(-T)h(T), (.30) 

Eq. (29) shows that every state that is one sample period from the origin 

lies on the straight line defined by Eq. (JOL The set of all states 

from which the origin can be reached :Ln one step 1.s denoted by 

(31) 

where "'61 is some real constant. 
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Now conside1~ the set of states, r;, from which t.he origin c.an be 

reached in two steps; this set. i.s clear1y the set of states -which can 

reach the set IJ. in one step. Using Eq. (28) again, ve obtain: 

2£(T) = "{1(1')y1 = ~(T)2£(0) + m(O)h(T) 1 

and solving for x(O): 

~(0) = ~·l(T)[~1(T)y1 ... m(O)b_(T)j • 

.After subst:l.tut.ing Eq.· (30) i.nto the preceding equa:ti..on, we get 

(32) 

If ar.other vector y2 is defined as 

! 2 = f1(...;2T)h.( T), (33) 

then the initial states defined by Eq. (32) can be written as 

(34) 

where 

The vectors :z1 and :z2 are linearly independent for any nonzero sample 

period, T, since the two vectors do not lie along the same line through 

the origin of the state space. The following important statement can 

now be made: The origin·can always be reached in at most two steps, 

since any vector in the two-dimensional state space can be represented 

as a linear combination of at most tYo linearly independent vectors, 

as in Eq. (3.4) above. 

Consider now what the opti.rnal con tro 1 would be for the second

order system. The optimal control, m(0) 9 will transfer the inltial 

condition ~( 0), 
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into 

Referring to Eq. (28) again: 

~(T) = ~(T)~(O) + m(O)h(T), 

and substituting :1S,(O) from Eq. (35), we obtain 

Using the definit.ions of y1 and y2 and the fact that 

~(u)~(v) = ~(u + v}, 

Eq. (37) becomes 

Hence, ~(T) ..,;,ilL.satisfy Eq. (36) if and only if 

If ~(T) is to be reduced to zero. in one more step: 

~(2T) = 0 = ~(T)t1(T)y1 + m(T)h(T) 

0 = [ "61 ( T) + m ( T ) ] h ( T ) • 

Therefore, the optimal control at time T is 

(35) 

(36) 

. (37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

In general, the optimal control signal m(kT) (for the n-th order system) 

12 is given by ; 

where n 

~(kT) ·= L "tl (kT)yi 

i=l 

(41) 

( 1.2) 
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and 

In other words, the optimal control is obtained by computing the first 

component in the yi coordinate system of the plant at each sampling 

instant. However, the state variables cannot be directly measured in 

·the yi coordina~e system. In the case o.r unsaturated PAM control, it is 

possible to express any component of the :::1 coordinate system as a. untque 

linear combination of the components of the 1!.1· coordinate s~•stem. Thus, 

the optimal control ca.n be 

(43) 

where the o<i' s are real constants and the x1 
1 s 11re directly measurable 

state variables. The constants ~i's are found in the following manner 

·' 
· (for a second-order system). The basis vectors y1 and y2 have components 

v11 , v12 and v21' v22 respectively, so y1 and ;::2 ca.n be written as 

or in matrix notation: 

y=Y.£ 

where 

i = [:J 
rvll. .vl~ 

Y.=bl 
v2J 

, 1!.= 

The states ~(0) and ~(T), in tarms of the ·l!.i basis, are: 

r~(o~ 
I I = 
b(T~ 

x2(01. r~~ 
x2(T~ L~J 

rll 1!.J . 

(44) 

(45) 
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a."ld similarly, E.qs. (.36) and (.37) are 

r ~· '~(0) 

2S(T) 
L _, 

0 

Equating (45) and (46) and substituting Eq. (44) yields: 

r:: ::: ······ 
l..-

so 

. From Eq. (47) it follows that 
.. 

• '£. 

-1 . ~ . 

(46) 

(47) 

{48) 

Thus, the desired control law is a time-invariant linear combination of 

the state variables: 

where 
. _ v22 
o<l- - ·v· l-1 

An example of PAM control is now given. Consider the plant: 

1 
G(s) = s(s + 1) • 

(49) 

(50) 
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For the state variables as the output and its derivative, the state 

equations are 

. 
xl = x2 

x2 - x2 + m(t) 

so 

· lo J [J ~ =la ' 12,. = • 

...J 

The transition matrix ~(T) is 

!.J:(T) = ~ 1-e-~ 

.-T J 
• (51) 

and the control .transition matrix h,(T;)· is 

h(T) = ~- 1 +_:-j 
L 1- e 

(52) 

From Eqs. (30) and (33): 

., 
jT 

..., 
2T Tl 

T-e +el 

L. 2T· T I 
e :- e I 

..J 

(53) 

and for T = 1, then 

• 

Figure 8 illustrates the new coordinate system, ~ for this example. 

Equation (50) yields the control law . 

(54) 
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where 

T 0( = ___ e __ _ 

l T(eT - 1) , 

2T T _ T 
e - e = 
T(eT - 1) 2 

Some Comments: It is assumed in the above PAM design that the control 

variable is unrestrained. This is of course not true in practice. The 

design is optimal with respect to a given plant and sample period; but the 

sample period would have to be made large enough so that the origin 

would be reached in two sample intervals for the largest initial condi-

tion and yet not require any pulse amplitude· greater than the saturation 

value. This implies that sample periods of the order or, or greater 

than, the time constant of the plant would be needed. Such large sample 

periods are inpractical because a small uncertainty in the value of the 

time ·constant of the plant would render the time-optimal design invalid. 

A more practical PAM design would be the saturating PJl~ control because it 

would allow smaller sample periods. The time response would, in general, 

be faster for the saturated than for the unsaturated P&~ control, since 

the control would be a better approximation to the continuous bang-bang 

control. However, the feedback is hot linear for the time-opt,imal 

saturated PAM control. For discussion of the saturating PAM control, 

the interested reader is referred to references (7) and (14). 

V. B. Time-Ootimal ?Wl-1 Control 

The time-optimal PWM control strategy can be ~eveloped in a manner 

simil!lr to that used for PAM control in Sec. V .A. The references· for:.this 

development are (.3) and (8). r·will merely_ try to explain and illustrate 

some of the properties of time-optimal PWM control. 
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The transition equation for Pw~ control is, again, 

(55) 

Consider from what initial states it is· possible to reach the origin 

of the state space within one sample interval. By setting 

2£(T) = 0 

in Eq. (55) and solving for ~(0), it is found that 

~(0) =-g~(-T)@(T - ~)h(~)M 

or 

(56) 

where 

In other words, from an initial state, ~(0) = ± ~1(61 ), the origin is 

reached at time 61' at wh.ich time the pulse should end. 

Similarly, the initial states which can be taken to the origin 

within two sample intervals can be represented by 

(57) 

where 

(58) 

It follows by induction that the set of all states from which the origin 

can be reached in at most N steps is* 
n 

AN=(?£,:!£= :[r1~(<\l. J1 = ± 1, o,;-b1-"'T}, (59) 
l i=l 

where 

(60) 

*See Lemma 2 of reference (.3). 
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Note that in order ,~or the sets ~N to cover the whole space, N is in 

general larger than n, the order of the system. The vectors ~(61 ) 

are obviously not straight lines. The endpoint of ~ (Si) de~cribes ,~n 

arc with the parametric variable 81• Even though the vectors ~~. ( &. ) 
-:l .l 

are not straight lines, they can be treated as the basis of a new 

coordinate syste~ just as was done in the case of the y1 vectors. Such 

an abstraction is useful since it leads to, for example, the fact that 

the time-optimal strategy is not unique for states that are in a higher 

dimensional space than n, where n is the order of the plant. 

Similar to tho PAM control, it turns out tha~ the time-optimal 

control strategy for PWM is a pulse duration equal to the first co-

ordinate of the state at each sample tirne, i.e., 

't = bl' with polarity J = - Ji. 
Further discussion and clarification will be given i_n the context of an 

example plant; in particular, the same plant used in Sec. V.A. will 

be considered. 

Since this is the same plant we considered in Sec. V.A., the tran~-

sition matrix and forcing vector will be the same; that is, Eqs. (51) 

and (52) respectively. Therefore, from Eq. (60), the vectors ~1 (61 ) are 

r- . .., 
. bi + e ( i - 1) T ( 1 - e 6i) I 

~ (bi) = i M, (61) 
6)i i 

6 (i- l)T(e I 
- 1) J 
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and the first tYo w-vectors (or arcs) are: 

[ Jll 
Pl + 1 - e I 

)!_1 u1) =j .I M 

L e Jl 1. J 
's J2 t ~ T~ k2 - e + a 

~2( [2)=:1 M 

l J2 + T T J 
L e - e 

where 0 ~ [1 ~T., i = 1,2. 

(62) 

(6.3) 

The first three arcs, !il(Sl), ~2( S2), and .:!3( $"3), as di varies 

between 0 and T, are shown in Fig. 9 along with the boundaries of 

D.1, .6.2, .6.
3

••• • The manner in which the boundaries of the ~N sets are 

constructed is described in reference (8) for the PWM case and in 

. references (14) and (7) for the PAM case. The .t.1 region is simply the 

union of .the sets ~l ( ~l) and -~1 ( £1 ). Any point on this curve (the 61 · 

region)can be brought to the origin in exactly one sample with a pulse 

width~= sl. The region62·iS found by sliding the initial end point 

of ~2 (T) and then -~2 (T), without rotation, along the curve ~1 • The 

boundary of the region~N is constructed by sliding the initial end point 

of ~N(T), and then -~N(T), along the boundary of .6.N-l" 

The optimal reversal curve which determines the pulse polarity, 

f = - _;~, is the arcs ~2 , ~3 ; :::!4,... joined end-to-end to form .the con

tinuous curve shown as a dot-dashed line in Fig. 10.- For every state 

above this curve the input polarity is t= -1~ and below the curve it 

is J = +1. The dashed lines shown in Fig. 10 are lines of constant &1, 

for 0 ~ S1 ~ T. For every state in this region the optimal pulse width, 

"t, is equal to the parameter S1, whiqh ls a nonlinear measure of the dis

tance from the reversal curve. For every state outside of the dashed 

region, the optimal pulse width is "t a T. 
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vle interpret the result of the above strategy to be this: The 

width of the unsaturated region is great enough so that a srunple will 

always occur vi thin this region regardless of the sa..'11ple time interval, 

T. The optimum pulse width in this unsaturated region will be such· 

that the next sample occurs on the continuous=relay-control switching 

line. Hence, there should be, at most 9 only two pulse vidths less 

than T, i.e., the .last sampl<:! and the one which transfers the state to 

the relay switching line. 

The method described above for determining ·the optimal pulse

width-control strategy is applicable for all second-order plants having 

real, non-positive poles. Hovever, for plants -with complex poles 9 there 

is not a si111ple reversal curve. The synthesis of optimal control for such 

a plant is most likely impractical. A simple opthns.l design may, how

ever, be obtained vith the sampling period 9 T, or the natural frequencyp 

CJ, of the plant, may be ad,justed to satisfy the condition: 

CJT ~ q /2 ~ q ::: 1' 3 ~ 5 p • G • 

wheN the approximat.ely equal sign (~) is used to indicate that close, 

but not precise, agreeme.nt is required for the design. See reference 

(3) fer further detailse 

Before -we discuss possible ways of implementing this optimal 

strategy, it is appropriate to compare this PWH optimal strategy with 

that of saturated P&~ and bang-bang control. 

The following relationships of P~4 to bang-bang control are noted. 

The !{,1(61) arc lies on the bang-bang switching curve. In fact, ![.1(61 ) 

is independent cf the· s·ample interval time, T 9 and it is easily sho'Wn* 

that the para.'lletric equation of the hang-bang switching curve is ,just 

!;!1 (S 1 ), where now the parameter ; 1 is in the range 0 -~ S1<oo. This 

*See reference (3), for example" 
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switching curve is shown in Fig. 10. It. is also well known that a 

bang-bang controller with continuous feedback is~ fastest possible 

controller for a given magnitude of control effort; and in the li:mi·t as 

the sample time, T, approaches zero, the width of the unsaturated region 

(of the P\,'M strategy) reduces to simply a line--the switching line of 

the time-optimal bang-bang controller. Therefore, from this viewpoint 

one would want the smallest sa~mple intorval possible. 

Consider now the comparison of the saturated PAM optimal strategy 

""ith the PWM optimal strategy. The vectors y1 and y2 f'or unsaturated 

~\M control were given by Eqs. (30) and (33). For a saturated PAM 

control.of a second-order system, additional vectors are needed to specify 

states in the saturated region just as was the case for P'rlM control. The 

set of vectors, y
1

, is devined3 by: · 

·Y.j_ = ~(-iT)h(T), 

and every state is speclfied by 
N 

~(kT) = J~ .6'1 (kT)yi' /'01/ ~ M. 
i;:::l 

From the following properties that 

and 

Q(-v)b.(v) = -h(-v),

~(u + v) =: ~(u)~(v), 

~(0) = I (identity matrix), 

it is apparent3 from Eqs. (60) and (64) that 

(64) 
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Therefore, there is a set, ~N 9 of regions for saturated amplitude control 

that is similar to the set~N for pulse-width control whose boundaries 

pass through identical points in the state space, namely the set defined 

by 
N N 

{2£: x ~ Lr.w. (T) L~iY.i' .11 = ±1, oi - 'Pl - - Msgn J •. ;. 
l - ~-~ lj 

i=l i=l 

The endpoints of the vectors O'iyi are the same as those of the arcs w. 
-1 

(for a given T), so that the vectors "01v. can be ·thought of as a piece-
-1 

wise linear approximation to the arcs :d_
1

• Therefore, it is evident that 

the ~~ and saturated PAM strategies converge as T approaches zero. 

This is another example of the similarity between PWM and saturated PAN 

control.* 

V. C. Imnlementation of Op~imal PVJH Control 

The exact implementation of the time-optimal control of the second

order plant un'der consideration requires the solution, by either digital 

or analog means, of at lease one of the following four equations at each 

sample instant: 

xl + x2 + T - ln(x2 -
c)l T 

e +l+e) 

bl IT' 

xl + x2 - T + J.n(-x2 + e - 1 + ek) 

sl = 
T + ln(x2 + e 

61 T 
(xl - x2 - - 1 + e ) 
j 

61 ! 
+ 1 + eT) !-xl x2 + T -ln( -x2--e 

\.. 

where the appropriate equation is specified by the 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

Eg. No:.. 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

( 69) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

( 69) 

follo\.,ring table: 

*See r·:; ference (9) for a formal statement of the equ:i. valence of optimal 
PAM and p,\·;;. strategies. 

~ 
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where 

B ... s-1, 
-t+l, 

v ... )2 

s1 J + (e -l)sgn(B)i 
I 

for states above reversal line 

for states below reversal line. 

These equations are derived in -che A.J.>r.~~mdix A. The regions defined by 

each of thern are show in Fig. 11. 

To study the time-optimal NH control~ a .d:i .. gi tal computer (IBM 7044) 

'vm.s used to simulate the servomotor plant and the PWM controller. The 

plant •..:as simulated by the use of the difference equations derived in 

Sec. IV.A. The output of the plant is calculated at each sample instant; 

and in addition, the state at the end of each pulse width is determined 

since this is a point at which the system's trajectory· can change dirac-

tion abruptly. In these studies, the origin is assumed to be a region 

within a circle of small ra.dius 9 say, 0.001 normalized units.l~ The 

pulse vid th was ca.lcula ted at, each ·sample instant by the fortran program 

given in Appendix B. It vas found from these simulations that the pulse 

width has to be calculated to better than 0.1% relative error in order 

to always reach the 11 zero" region defined above in the theoretically 

optimal time. 

The response of the servomotor plant to atypical initial condition 

is sho\JTl in the phase plane for sample interva.ls of T = 1.0, .5, 0~2 in 

Figs. 12, 13, and lL,. respectively.· The response of the output position 

is shown in the time domain in Figs. 15 and 16 for three sample times and 

two initial conditions. 1'he points shown in Figs. 15 and 16 are shown in 

Fig. 17 in numerical fo1~ for closer scrQtiny. 

*The target size of a. servo system with \.;hich the author is fam.ilia.r is 
0.0005 nor.nalized units. This servo syst,em positions a 35 m;n film frame 
to vithin about 2 microns of the desired positione 
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It is noted that the exact time-optimal response never has any 

overshoot since the optimal terminal trajectory is along the bang-bang 

switching Hne, However, from. the computer printout shown in Fig. 17 

we see that the calculated trajectory generally. hits a target of radius 

0.01, but not 0.001, in the theoretically optimal time. Consequently, 

there is a very small amount of overshoot and a longer than optimal 

response time (one or two extra sample periods) when the pulse width 

i.s not calculated accurately enough. 

The pulse widths were calculated by an iterative scheme described 

in Appendices A and B. The iterations for the data in Fig. 17 were 

terminated when two successive iterations satisfied the following convergence 

criterion for the j + 1 iteration: 

l j+l jl j ~ - ~ ~ 0.002 ~ • 

We found that'it sometimes took 50 iterations to satisfy this criterion. 

This indicates that ~ faster converging solution of the pulse widths 

would be very desirable for real-time computations of the time-optimal 

control. 

Figure 18 summarizes the response time of the time-optimal con-

trolled servomotor for different sample periods and initial conditions. 

Also, the effect of calculation error on the response time is illustrated. 

V .D. Surnmary 

The time-optimal PWM strategy has been reviewed, and some fairly 

obvious relationships between this s tra. tegy and that of P.A.'1 and bang

bang control were noted. One significant conclusion in the discussions 

of the relationship between bang-bang control and PWM control is that the 

time-optimal ?~M control is only optimal with respect to a given sample 
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period and that smaller sample periods generally, give correspondingly 

faster response times. We did not find this pro'perty of time-optimal 

PWM control explicitly expressed in the literature. 

The equations which define the optimal pulse widths for control of 

the servomotor plant were given. We briefly discussed how accurately 

the pulse width should be calculated. It appears that a relative error 

somewhere between 0.1% and 0.001% would be sufficient to bring the tra-

jectory into a target of radius 0.001 in the same time that the exact 

time-optimal control can bring the state to the origin. Techniques for 

solving these nonlinear equations which are fa~ter converging than the 

simple iterative method employed here -are recommended, but were not 

investigated. 
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VI. LINEAR PWM CONTROL 

VI.A. Statement·. of Problem 

Our survey of techniques for the design of PWH controlled systems 

indicates that there are procedures for analyzing the stability or 

linear P'r!M con trolled sys terns, such as: 

(a) For systems with sample intervals that are small compared to 

the dominant time constant, the P\M system can be approximated 

by n. sa.t,urated PAH system. Then conventional sample-data 

describing function techniques can be used to analyze the 

stabilityo 

(b) Nelson
2 

and others1 & 5 have studied methods of stability 

· analyses. 

We also found that there were no procedures fer synthesizing a linear 

Pv!M controlled syste.m except with the following qua.lifica tions: 

(a) Reference (4) suggests a linear PWM controller based on the 

assumption that the error is always zero at the srunple times. 

Wa poin·t.ed out in Sec. I some possible disadvantages of this 

latter technique, but the ext.ent of these disadvantages were 

not studied. 

(b) It \-Jas mentioned by Nelson3 that the time-optimal, unsaturated 

, control band could ba approximated by using a linear combil)a-

tion of state variables. Hm,..ever, his paper does not explore 

the idea very far. In particular, he does not give any. 

rationale for the manner in which the linear control band 

was chosen. 

•· 
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In this section \ole extend Nelson's approach for designing a linear 

PWM controller. Instead of the seemingly arbitrary specification of 

the linear controller used by Nelson, our objective is to find the linear 

P~M controller. \o/hich \olill take an initial state to a target at the origin 

in the minimum amount of time (for that"initial condition and some given 

sample period). In other \o/Ords, \ole are seeking a solution to a problem 

or the so-called suboptimal design type. The ti~e optimal solution \o/as 

derived (by other authors) by geometrical arguments, rather than by the 

Hamiltonian (or calculus of variation) approach~ Therefore; \ole \o/ill 

need to rely mostly on geometrical and heuristic arguments to approximate 
' . . 

the time-optimal, but nonlinear, PWM control \o/ith a reasonable linear 

PWM controller. A block diagram sho...,ing the structure of the linear ~M 

control system is show in Fig·. 19. The feedback coefficients labeled 

a1 and a2 are \o/hat \ole seek to specify • 
. 

The ~ime-optimal PWM control strategy \o/as discussed in Sec. V.~. 

~1e concluded in that discussion that the time~optimal strategy implied 

the foll?wing salient ·features: 

(a) The optimal pulse \o/idth for a state in the unsaturated region 

is such that the state at the next sample instant \o/ill be on 

the continuous-relay-control switching line. 

(b) The \o/idth of the unsaturated region is great enough so that 

this 'region \o/ill not be skipped over between two consecutive 

· sample instants. 

(c) The S\o/itching line is the terminal part of the time-optimal 

trajectory. 

(d)· For any initial state near the switching line and just to 

the clockwise side of it, the response time (time to reach 
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the origin) is one more sample period than for a state just 

to the counterclockwise side of the switching lin~. See 

Fig. 9, for example. 

From the salient features given above, we conjecture th.ll.t a 11 fast 11 

linear PWM controller will necessarily have, at least, the following 

properties: 

Property 1- The system's trajectory, with the linear control, does not 

cross the bang-bang sw~tching line. In other words, in the class of 

linear PWM controllers that have the property of making the terminal 

part of the system's trajectory stay near the switching line, the con

trollers which keep the trajectory close to, but not crossing, the 

switching line are faster than those which allow the trajectory to cross 

the switching line. Support for this conjecture is the time-optimal 

controller property (d) in the last paragraph. 

We will now state what Property 1 implies for the design of the 

linear .l"vM controller; without concerning ourselves about what the 

"fastest11 linear P\.JM controller might be. In the time-optimal ?..JM 

.control strategy, the terminal part of the trajectory is along the 

switching line. Therefore, Property 1 implies that the linear control 

pulse width has the following property: 

Property 2 - The accelerating-control pulse width is no greater, and the 

decelerating-cont.rol pulse width is no less than the corresponding pulse 

widths for the time-optimal control. An :.over~.··simplified statement of 

Property 2 is now made. In terms of the phase plane description of the 

two control strategies, we would say that the linear control band should 

be at least as wide as the time-optimal control band and should be at 

an angle that puts it on the counterclockwise side of the time-optimal 
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control band. We can also say that the velocity damping of the system is 

larger for more horizontal linear control bands; and therefore we would 

expect that the trajectories from, say, inltial conditions along the x1 . 

axis to not come vory close to the switching curve~ .These ideas suggest 

that the fastest linear PWM controller vlould be one which has the least 

velocity damping and the narrowest control band (unsaturated region) and 

yet does not allow the trajectory to cross the switching line. 

The question is now posed: How can the linear control band be 

specified in order to realize the fastest linear PWM controller for the 

second order plant under consideration 'l There appears to be a s1.mple 

answer only if certain limitations of a linear controller are understood. 

For example, a linear controller can not be the fastest, linea.r controller 

for more than a very few initial conditions, otherwise the time-optimal 

feedback would be linear and we know that it is nonlinear. Another 
' 

limitation of the linear controller is that even if the states along one 

possible trajectory ware considered as the initial {sampled) state, it 

is doubtful that the same linear controller would be the fastest for all 

the initial states. The reason for this limitation is that the fastest 

linear controller would depend on which point of the trajectory within the 

control band was sampled. Therefore, unless one is interested in only 

one initial condition, it would appear .that lt is unreasonable to make 

an exhaustive search for ~ fastest linear PWM controller, i.e., a. 

search by some analytical or trial-and-error method that proved con-

elusively that a.certain set of linear feedback parameters gave the 

fastest possible response. 

Instead, we conjectured what ·the linear PWM co11trol might be for 

the fastest response, and by simulation o.t' the system on a. digital 
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., 

computer W'e show that the trajectories for the linear controller almost 

coincide with those for the time-optimal controller. The proposed feed

back parameters are specified in terms of only the sample period and a 

speed called x2max' that is approximately the maximum speed of the tra

jectories of principal interest. The maximum speed depends, of course, 

on the feedback parameters, so one can only make a guess and then try 

it. But enough information is given here to .make a very good first 

estimation. In fact, a reasonable design is obtained if x2max is just 

set equal to 1 in the equations for the feedback coefficients, a1 and 

.a2, since the response will be (or close to) the fastest {for a linear 

~M controller) for all initial conditions sufficiently large that the 

maximum steady state speed is reached. For all other initial conditions, 

the response will not be the fastest possible with a linear PWM controller, 

but the response will have the deadbeat or monotonic characteristic. 

VI.B. Equations for Linear ?J.M Controller 

As already stated, the initial basis for defining the linear control 

region for the fastest response is that it should have the least velocity 

damping and be just wide enough that the trajectory does not cross the 

switching line. The relationship of the linear control region to the 

time-opt~mal region for the condition above is easily visualized only 

for states further than about t'"'o samples from the origin. Therefore, the 

linear control region will be initially defined by considering states 

relatively far from the origin, say near the x2 = 1 line, and then the 

rest of the region is checked (by digital computer) to determine W'hether 

Property 2 is satisfied in the region closer to the origin. Specifically, 

Property 2 should be satisfied in the unsaturated control region counter

clockwise to. the BW'itching line in order that the trajectory will remain 

on the same side of the switching line. 
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The proposed linear PWH control band is showri in Fig. 20. Re~ 

f'erring to this figure, we see that the Hnea.r control band is the same 

"'idth as the time ... optima.l control band at x2 = x2max· Therefore, for 

all speeds equal to (or lass than) x2m , the-.-Hnea.r control band is ax 

wide enough to guarantee that a. sample \..rill never s.kip over it. Also 

note that since the boundaries of the tvro control bands intersect at 

x'1- , we would not expect that any other linear control band could 
~.max 

do much better for a. trajecto~J entering the band near the x2m line. ax 

In other words, the control should cause the second sample wlthin the 

band to be as close as possible to the S\<Titchlng line without passing 

it. 

For the case \Jhen the speed is saturated, the trajectory ls along 

the x2 = 1 line, Since the trajectory is horizontal, there is little 

question tha. t the linear control band should intersect the time-optimal 

band at x2 = i (Le:, x2max = 1) in order that the trajectory be very 

close to the switching line once the pulse polarity is reversed. This 

last point is obvious since we lmow (see Fig. 10 for example) that the 

time-optimal pulse width is very nearly a linea.r function along the 

line x2 = 1. 

However, once the trajectorY is being steered along the switching 

line (or very near to it), will it remain on (near) t:.he switchlng line? 

Figure 21 gives some idea of the relative difference in the two control 

strategies for the terminal part of the trajectories. Jn particular, 

the cross-hatched area in Fig. 21 sho\o's the reglon :tn which Property 2 

is not satisfied for the case of the sample period equal to T = 0.2o 

It shows tha.t the linear .PWM cont.roller pulse width (for x2m = 1) is ax 
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not. quite w-ide enough for a very narrow region on the CCW side of the 

switching line., Therefore, if the trajectory is that close to the switch-

ing line, a sample occurring in the indicated area 'Would cause the tra-

jectory to cross the switching l::!.ne. As wil~ be pointed out later, 

this situation seems ·~o be most pronounced at T ::: 0.2. 

The reader. should note that the boundary oi' the cross-hatched 

area (Fig. 21) that is near the B'Witching line represents a.· line. on:.which 

the tme-optimal and linear control pulses· a.re exactly equal. Therefore, 

it appears that our manner of defining ~he linear control band is a good 

approximation to the time~optimal one for the entire trajectory that 

enters the control region at x2 = 1. 

We will novi express the linear control band in terms of' the 

coefficients a1 and a2• Following that, experimental results will be 

given for a wide variety of conditions, and there 'Will be discussion 

of the relative difference in the time-optimal .and linear control strategies. 

Consider that. the control input to the plant is specified by 

u(k'l') = M sgn (~~~.(kl')) 

and (70) 

where 

a Ja1l = [position f. b. coef'f :1 

- la:d speed f. b. coeff. J . 
The definition is the following: The line 4-,2£> = -1 passes through 

the point defined by the intersection of the bang-bang switching line 

'With· the line x2 = xzmax (i.e., the maximum speed attained by trajectory). 
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The .line 4.,2£) ::: +1 passes through the intersection of the line x2 = x2max 

vith the optimal strategy line darined by the parameters ~ = T and 

:S= +1. Appendix A gives the equat.ions for the two time-optimal boundaries 

referred to above (Eq. 84 and 85)• The value of x2max should be close 

to tho maximum speed of the trajectory which is of most interest. 

The feedback coefficients are calculated by solving simultaneously 

the two equations ~,2£) = ±1. The two defining points referred to in 

the definition are, respectively: 

and 0 <x2max~ 1. 

·:x1 = -2T = x2max + ln(x2max .., 1 + 2eT) 

The feedback coefficients are found to be 

-2 
al ::: r~ T J 

ln ~x2max + l)/(x2max • 1 + 2e ) + 2T 

- •.-2
1 

:a1 [ -2T - 2x2 + ln(x~- + 2e Tx2· ·.· · max ••. Uiax max 

+ 2eT- 1)] /x2max • 

For x2max = 1 9 the feedback coefficients are 

a
1 

= ... ·2/T 

1 . 
a2 = --!z'a1(-2T- 2 + T 1n 4)o 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

A table of several sets of the feedback coefficients, a1 and a2 is given 

in Tab.le .':l... The coefficients are shown for different values of the sa.'nple 

period, T, and for four values of x2maxo 
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-10.00 - 4.068 

-20.00 - 7.137 

~40.00 -13.27 

-100.0 -31.68 

~200.0 ~62.37 

~.~tl~. 

~"'~1-··~--~-~~?~-
"" 2.146 - 1.819 

- .4.374 - 2.410 

-11.11 - 4.196 

~22.35 - 7.179 

-44.85 -13.15 

-112.3 

-224.8 

~31.05· 

-60.89 

TABLE l 

_Q~ 

~~1.~~~~~~,~~.~---
- 2.344 - 2.174 

- 4.924 - 2.733 

-12.85 - 4-450 

-26.15 - 7.332 

-52.80 -13.11 

-132.8 -30.44 

-266.1 -59.32 

TABLE OF THE FEEDBACK COEFFICIENTS a.1 and a2 

~Q.._j~;_ 

al a.2 
._.,._...,.,_~--..-::..~~-;-_....__~-:.-,J--~ 

- 2.6Jl - 2.918 

- 5.811 - 3.423 

-15.98 - 5.037 

-33.32 - 7.792 

-68.23 -13.34 

-173.2 

~348.1 

=30.00 

-57.79 

< 
H 

l 

~ 
/\) 
P> 
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VI. C. Exnerlmental Rosults ar:.d Discussion 

The linear ~·Jll. controlled servo:notol1 vas studied by simulating 

the system on a digital computcn·. The servomotor output w&s co;r.puted 

from t?-,e difference equations (10) and (11), as was done previously for 

the tir,ie-optil'Jal control sirnula tions. Equation ( 10) gives tha state c: t 

the er.d of the pulse and Eq. (11) gives the state at the neAt sa-;,ple 

inste.nt. The F(,N controller was represented by Eq. (70), and the feed-

back coefficients, a
1 

a."ld a
2

, '.Jere calculated from Eq. (72)., The 

~ormalized values ofT and x2max' were· 

T = aT* 

a = Nonzero pole of servo~otor 

T* = Actual sa~ple period length 

and 

.• . . ~ N'ru:imurn speed fo__r__~?.i~re:n initial condi ticn 
A ., 

2rnax Maximum steady state speed, VH 

The feedback coefficients are in units of a/VM. 

T~e first set of figures (Figs. 23 to 30) shows the response of 

the se~1omotor when the feedback coefficients are calculated with the 

parnmeter.x2max equal to 1.0. In Fig. 23 through 25 'We show a. tra

jectory with the initial condition x(O) = (-1, 1) for three different 

lengths of Sa.I:lple periods. The optimal control strategy is superimposed 

on the srune figure with the linear P.•lH control band for a graphic com-

parison. Recall that the tiue-optimal trajecto17 is along the bang-
r 

bang switching line for all sample periods following the first w~saturated 

sample period. In Fig. 23 we see that the trajectory falls short of 

reaching the switching line. If the first saz1ple instant in the unsat-

urated region had ocCU:rred closer to the boundaries of this region, ve 
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TRAJECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION !,(0) = (-1)1 1) vliTH LIXEA..'t 
CONTROLLER DEFTirlD BY EQUATION (73) 
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FIGURE 23 

TRAJECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION ~(0) = (-1, 1) ~>liTH LINS.A.R 
CONTROLLER DEFl"!~D BY EQUATION ( 73) 

SAMPLE PE.l.~IOD, T = 0. 2 
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FIGURE 24 

TRAJECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION ~(0) = (-1, 1) WITH LINEAR 
CONTROLLE.tt DEFIZ~D BY EQUATION (73) 

S~~LE PERIOD, T = 0.1 
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would expect the trajectory to be closer to the time-optimal trajectory 

since the two strategies are identical at the boundaries for x~ = 1, ... 
This serves to point out that trajectories that are identical in the 

saturated region, but have relative differences in the timing of the 

sample instants, can have differences in the terminal part of the tra-

jectories that are very close to the time-optimal trajectory for the 

sample periods T = 0.2 and 0.1, respectively. The response is sho~ 

in the time domain for the initial conditions x(O) = (1, -1) and ~(0) 

= (1, 0) in Figs. 26 and 27, respectively. 

We now consider the effect of the parameter x2;: '< baing larger . max 

than the maximum speed of the state's trajectory. We would expect that 

trajectories with a maxlmum speed smaller than the value of x2 . ··• .. used 
r~ax 

to compute a1 and a2 will not be relatively close to the time-optimal 

trajectory. For example, the trajectory for the initia+ condition 

~(0) = (-1, 0) has a maximum speed of approximately 0.8 (depending on 

the feedb~ck coefficients). If the feedback coefficients ~re calculated 

with x2m = 1.0, the trajectory for this initial condition is as shown 
ax 

in Figs. 28 through 30. Comparing these figures with Figs. 23 through 

25 (for the corresponding sample periods), we see that the trajectories 

near the x2 = 1 line are more time-optimal. 

If the feedback coefficients are calculated with x2max = 0.8, 

we find that the trajectory for the initial condition !(0) = (-1, 0) 

· is much closer to the ~ime-optjmal trajectory than when the parameter 

x2max equals 1.0. This is illustrated by comparing Figs. 31 through 33 

with Figs. 28 through 30. The experi~ental results presented so far, 

therefore, indicate that the linear PWM controller defined by Eqs. (70) 

and (72) is approximately time-optimal. 
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FIGURE 25 

TP.P .. NSI:S:·JT RESPONSE FOR TIUTIAL CONDITION ~(0) = (1~ -1) ~liTH 
LmE..-L~ CONTROLLER DEFINED BY EQUATION ( 73) 
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FIGURE 26 

TRP..l'JSIE~T RESPONSE FOR INITIAL COimi1'ION ~(0) = (1, 0) \.JI'l'H 
LTh'EA.R CONTROLLER DEFTiffiD 13'1 EQUATION (T3) 
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FIGUP.E 27 

TRAJECTORY FOR IIHTIAL CONDITIO!~ ;;;(0) = (-1, 0) WITH LDJEAR 
CO:~TROLLER DEFINED BY EQUJ:.Tim1 (73), lu~D Y.~e.x = .1.0 

S&V~LE PERIOD, T = 0.5 
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FIGURE .28 

TR.AJECTOP.Y FOR INITIAL CONDITION t,S( 0) ::: ( -1, 0) WITH LINEAR 
CONTROLLE..Tt DEFD.·JED BY EQUATION ( 7 3) AJW x = 1. 0 

' Qe.A 
SAMPLE PE..~IOD, T = 0. 2 .. 
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FIGURE. 29 

TRAJECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION ~(0) = (-1, 0) WITH LINEAR 
CONTROLLER DEFTh"ED BY EQUATION (73), AND x:a:::::.x = 1.0 

SAMPLE PERIOD, T:: 0.1 
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FIGURE 30 

TPJ.JECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION ~(0) = (-1, 0) vJITH -LnJEAR 
CONTROLLE.:1 DEFL\1ED BY EQUATION (72), JU"i!D xa.~x =· 0.8 

SAHPLE P&':\.IOD, T = 0. 5 
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.TP.AJECTORY FOR DHTIAL CO!miTION 2£(0) = (-1, 0) \.JITF. LINEA..~ 
CONTP..OL!Ltt DEFI!'<"ED BY EQUATION (72), .A.IW x.2max = 0.8 

SAMPLE P&q~OD, T = 0.2 
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A more complete picture is obtained from Fig. 34. This fi&~re 

gives a Sl..lmillary of the response times for several periods, .four initial 

conditions, and three sets of linear feedback par~!eters corresponding 

to three values of x2max· The graph is organized so that t:1e :.4 esponse 

times can be easily compared for a particular initial condition and 

sa:nple period, but for different feedback coefficients. The r.1ain pur-

pose of the figure is to show that the response time is a ruini~~ when 

the parameter x2max is approximately equal to 'the maximum speed of the 

trajectoryG The figure also shows that the response times ar6 smaller 

for the smaller sample periods. 

The response times shown for x(O) = (lp 0) and T = 0.2 are an 

interesting·exception to the above generalizations. The response tim~ 

·for:xo")_ equal to 0.8 is longer than for x').., equal to 1.0, seemingly . .::.:.~ax 41Uax 

contra::-y to what the above generalizations state. Actually, it is easily 

explained, and the explanation should give the reader a better under-

standing of what the proposed design method is meant to accouplisho We 

hav·e stated that the fastest linear PWM controller is one which can bring 

the state.' s trajectory as close as possible to the bang-bang switching 

line (the terminal part of the time-optimal trajectory) without crossing 

ito This control problem can be thought of as consisting of tvo, 

mutually opposing, control strategies. First, the linear feedback 

coefficients are chosen so that the trajectory which is approaching the 

· switching line is brought as close as possible to the s'..ri tchi.ng line 

(without passing it). This strategy was the main rationale for Eq. (72), 

defining the feedback coefficients. Secondly, the s~l!e li:1ear feedback 

has to keep the trajectory on the same side of the svitchi:ng line. 

However, F:Lg. 21 showed that if the trajectory were too close to the 
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Sample period" 0.2 

o Time optimal F.B. 
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FIGURE .3.3 

GRAPHS SHOWING RESPONSE Tn-:E OF LINEAR P\\~ CONTROLLER AS FI:i:·iCTION 
OF INITIAL CONDITION AND 'l'HE PAPJu\fETER x2max · 

TD'.E-OPTW.AL P.ESPONSE TIMES Srm'i.'!'l FOR COMPARISON 
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'l:::l ( 61 ) line, then the linear Pv.1·1 controller would not supply a wide enough 

pulse to keep the trajocto:..7 on the sar.1e side. The result would be that 

the respo~se time would be significar.tly longer. This is the situatio~ 

for tl:e initial condition and s&"nple period under considera.tion. v.re 

\.:ould expect, therefore, that a value of x2max slightly 1arge:.4 than 0.8, 

for calculating,the feedback coefficients, would keep the trajecto~; on 

the sc.:ne side of the ~l ( £1 ) line and the response time would be shorter 

than for x = 1.0. 2m. ax 

It was mentioned at the beginning of this section that Nelson3 

gave a method for defining a linear controller. v!e will now give that 

~ethod and compare the result with what we have obtained • 
... 

The reethod suggested by Nelson~ is the following: Consider that 

the control input to the plant is specified by 

and 

where 

r -1 l position f.b. 
"l 

ali coeff ·I 
I 

\ 

~ =l.J = 
\ I 
Lspeed f. b. coeff. I 

.J 

The controller is then defined by: The line ~~?) = 0 passes through the 

paint )::!2 ( T), and the line ~' ~ = -1 passes through the point ~l ( T). For 

the servomotor plant under consideration: 



and 
r 2T aT 

.., 
jT - e + I 

w (T) :::1 

J 
M • 

-2 le2T T 
- e L 

So the equation ~,~) :::: 0 becomes the follov:ing when !,!2(T) is substituted 

for~: 

(7l,) 

and the equation ~,!) =-1 beco~es 

T ~, T 
(T + 1 - e )a1 + (e ."': l)a2 =-1/M. (?5) 

Now M is equal to one when the depend0nt variables, x1 &.nd x2 ~ are con-

sidered to be,scaled in units of·M. The solution of' Eqs. (74) and (75) 

are 

Note that the values of a1 and a2 in Eq. (76).are the same values 

as those obtained for the UJ."lsaturated, PJu-:1, time-optimal plant 9 o:1 and ~ 

(see Sec. V.A.); A reason for this similarity, as already pointed out 

in the last part of Sec. V.B., is the similarity of the sets fN and~N. 
The experimental results for the above criteria are sho~n in 

l'"'igs. 35 through 37. These figures show the linear control region with 

the.time-optimal control region superimposed for co:nparison. The effect 

of reducing the sample period is quite obvious. It is seen, for example, 

that the lineal .. control region is a very poor approxi::1ation (in the g.;;o-

metric sense) to the_ optimal control region. The most inportc.;-:,::, observa-

tion here is that the linear control 1:.0 gion is not wide enough to guc.rc:: '!:.0G 

.. -

.. 
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that a sanple will not skip over it, except in the.6.2 region. The rest:.lt 

is that there is an increasing·auo~~t of overshoot (and response time) 

for corraspondingly smaller sauple periods, as shown in Figs • .38 and .39. 

(' 
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FIGURE '34 

TRAJECTORY FOR !NITL4.L CONDITION ~(0) = (-1, 1) WITH LmEAI\ 
CONTROLLER D~~L~ED BY EQUATION (76) 

SAHPLE PERIOD, T = 0.5 
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FIGUP.E 35 

TPJWECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION ~(0) = (-1, 1) WITH LINEAR 
CONTROLLER DEFTI~ED BY EQUATION (76) 

SPJ-1PLE PERIOD, T = 0. 2 
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FIGURE 36 

· TRAJECTORY FOR INITIAL CONDITION ?;S(O) = (-1, 1) WITH LINEAR 
CONTROLLER DEFINED BY EQTJA1'ION (76) 
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FIGURE '37 

TRANSIENT RESPONSE WITH LINEAR CONTROLLER DEFINED BY EQUATION (76) 
. FOR INITIAL CONDITION ~(b) = (1, -1) 
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VII. COMPARISON OF LINEAR AI-JD TDiE-OPTIMAL Pv1M CONTROLLERS 

vf~en the response times for the linear and time-optimal ?~X 

controllers are compared for the ~ame sample period size, the linear 

controller is never as .fast as the time-optimal one. However, there are 

several practical considerations that would.mclce the linear ~~~ con-

troller more advantageous in some situations. 

The Dost obvious consideration in evaluating the gains in per-

formance by using a time-optimal design involve's the magnitude of the 

initial conditions. For any given initial condition there is a time 
) 

period of maximum control effort. For a servomotor type of pl&nt there 

is a maximum speed (for a given plant input amplitude) to which the 

plant can accelerate. If the initial conditions are large enough, the 

length of time to reach the optical control band is much longar than 

the time to decelerate to the origin. In such a situation, it is 

fairly obvious that having a time-optimal .controller will be of little 

time advantage compared to, say, a linear PWM controller. In the 

normalized coordinate system that we are using, t~e initial conditions 

are in units of a/VM. Therefore, a pl&~t with a larger maximum velocity, 

VM' or a smaller bandwiP,th, a, Yould mean that the (norraa.lized) initial 

conditions would be closer to the origin, and the relative advantage of 

the time-optimal feedback would be increased. 

Another consideration is the sample period size, or more exactly, 

the ratio of the sample period to the time constant of t..~e servomotor 

plant ( L e., the normalized sa"llple peri.od). The· practical problem con

cerning the sample period is that the time-optimal pulse-width calculation 

in a real-time system should take an insignificant amount of time compared 

to the sample period, otherwise our model would not be valid. The amount 
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of calculation time that can be c9nsiderad '"insignificant" is not kno'loln 

in general. In ~~y case, there is a lover limit to the choice of sample 

period that is related to the computation time for the time-optimal 

feedback. But this smallest choice of the sample period should also 

be less than the time constant of the plant, otherwise a vory small change 

in the tirte constant would cause a large deviation from the tir:.e-optimal 

response. If we were to guess what the minimum ratio of computation 

time-to,...time constant should be, it would be at least as small as 1/500. 

Note that the linear P~M controller is so simple that its function could 
) 

be performed by a digital computer in a significantly smaller tir.le 

compared to the time-optimal controller, or it could bo impler.:ented vi th 

simple digital or analog hardware separate from the digital computer. 

We now consider what the relative differences in response time are 

for the tille-optimal and linear P'v.'M controllers. The differences in 

response times depend on three factors: 

(a) The sample period size. 

(b) The target size. 

(c) The initial conditions and value of the parameter x2max. 

All of. these factors interact, so it is difficult to make a complete and 

concise statement about them. But the following discussion of these 

factors should give the reader an idea of hov much performance difference 

there is between the time-optimal PWM controller and the linear feedback 

approximation to the optimal P~ controller. 

The response time for the time-optimal PWM controller becomes lass 
,. 

for smaller sample periods. For the sample periods of 1.0 and 0.2, the 

difference in response times is about.50%, but between 0.2 and smaller 

sample periods, the difference in res?onse times is less than 10%. The 
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effect or the sample period on the response times for the lir.ear P'w'M 

controller has a similar characteristic. See Figs. 40 and 41. 

Another factor affecting the relative difference in response times 

for the linear and optimal PW.~ controllers is the size of the target. 

We can say, in general, that the relative difference in response times 

for the sane sample period becomes less for larger targets. The size 

of the target used for computer simulations reported in this thesis is 

(unless other\.lise noted) a circle of radius 0.001. It is, in fact, 

conceivable that there is a target size for ~hich the two types of 

controllers would have the same response time for the same ·sa."llple period. 

Consider a linear .PVJM controller with the feedback chosen to brirtg the 

trajectory (for.a giv:en initial condition) very close to the switching 

line. We should find then that there is very little difference in 

response time if the target has a radius equal to, or larger tha."'l, the 

~1 (T) vector. The reason is that a state on the ~1 (61 ) arc is brought 

to the origin at the end of one pulse under time-optimal control, but 

the linear PWM controller takes many more sample periods of unsaturated 

pulse \olidths to converge on t_ha target. ·For example, consider. the tra

jectory for the initial condition 2i(O) = (1, -1) and sample period 

T = 0.1 (x~. = 1.0). The time optimal controller \olould bring the 
~,ax . 

state to the origin at time t = 1.4. But for the linear controller, ·the 

state at that time is ~(1.4) = (-0.008, -0.029), and it takes seventeen 

more sa~ple periods to be within a.circle of radius 0.001. Hence, we 

expect the relative differences in the response times for the time-

optimal and line.ar controllers to become greater as the tnrget size is 

assumed to be smaller than a circle of radius ~1 (T) • In the above 

example, the ~1 (T) vector is about 0.1 normalized units long; and for a 

target circle of radius as small as 0~03, the linear P~~ controller would 
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FIGURE 39 

GRAPHS SP.OW.rnG RESPONSE TIME OF LINEAR PHH CONTROLLER AS FUNCTION 
OF SA!>fPLE PERIOD AND TARGET SIZE 

DxiTIAL CONDITIONS ~(0) = (1, -1) .AND ~(0) = (1, 0) 
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FIGURE 40 

GRAPHS SHOWING RESPONSE TIHE OF LINEA..'!\ Pvll-1 CONTROLLER AS FUNCTION 
OF SA!·fPLE PERIOD AND TARGET SIZE 

ll~ITIAL CONDITIONS ~(0) = (0.3, 0) and ~(0) = (.1, O) 
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·be as fast as the time-optimal controller for the same sample period, 

at least for the init,ial condition 2£,(0) = (1, -1). 

Consider now tpe effect of the initial conditions and the value of 

the linear feedback parameter called x2max" We have already discussed 

the role of the parameter x.~ in minimizing the response for the linear 
~~.~ax 

P'w'M controller. But having chosen x2max to minimize the response for 

one initial condition, what can Ye say about the response t~es for the 

other initial conditions? In Fig. 34, the initial conditions are arranged 
') 

in order of increasing response time for the time-optimal PWM controller. 

The fluctuations in the curves for x~- equal to 1.0 and 0.5 are seen 
.em ax 

to be ~reater than for x~ = 0.8o So if we vere to choose the. linear 
~ · ~uax 

feedback to give approximately equal veight to both large and s~all 

initial conditions, we might choose x~ = 0.8o For this linear feed-. ~ua.x 

back, Fig. 34 shows that the response time is approximately twice that 

of the time-optimal controller, for sample periods between 0.2 and 0.02 

~nd a target size of 0.001. If one initial condition is of special 

interest, then the difference in response times for the optimal and linear 

PWM controllers can be made very small,.especially for the initial con-

ditions having a trajectory near the x2 = 1.0 line. For x2max = 1.0, 

the response time for the initial condition ~(0) = (1, -1) is only about 

7% greater than the time~optimal response (for T = 0.05 and target radius 

0.001), and the response time for the other initial conditions is within 

a factor of t.hrae of the optimal response time. , 
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VIII CO~CLUSIO~S 

The ganeral objective of ou::- investigation has been' to dete:..'"mine a. 

· method of designing a. PWM controller for a linear second-order plant 

with one integra.tion (e.g., a servomoto::-). From our survey of the litera-

ture, we found that: 

(a) There \./ere analytical tools for determining the stability of 

a Pi-.':>~ controlled system, 

(b) for small enough sample periods, the ~JM controlled system 
I . 

could be approximated by a conventional saturated sa~pled-

da. ta system, 

(c) the time-optimal controlstrapegy W~S known, 8..."'ld 

(d) with the linear feedback defined by Nelson3, the trajectory 

was close to the time-optimal trajectory once it was in the 

region of states which could be transferred to the origin in 

two .sa:nple s (the . A2 region) • 

~owever, we found this. literature was inadequate or incomplete for de-

signing a p~~ controlled system. J 

Scme of the reasons for considering the present literature inadequate 

were the following: 

(a) . Stability analyses of nonlinear systems do not yield a des

cription of.the system's time response. It can only be 

determined whether or not the response is a sustained oscillation. 

(b) Approximating the 1'\o.'M. system (when valid) by a PA..\1 system is 

most useful when the pulse widths are not saturated since 

z-tra.nsforms can be used to express the response ~"'lalytically; 

whereas, if the pulse widths are saturated, only the stability 

of the system can be determined through this approxi~ation. 
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(c) The time-optimal strategy requires the solution of a trans

cendental equation at each sample instant, or some nonlinear 

device that performs the equivalent feedback function. .A 

simpler feedback is generally desirable, even when a computer 

is available. However, if the response time is required to 

be the very minimum possible, then the time;-optimal control 

can be used effectively. In order to implement the time

optimal strategy, cons~deration has to be given to what 

algorithm should be used to calculate the pulse width, what 

calculation accuracy is needed,. and how sensitive the per

formance is to changes in plant parameters. These problems 

are not discussed (at least not explicitly) in the literature 

for the case of the PWM controller. 

(d) The linear feedback defined by Nelson appeared to have no 

rational basis. (This comment is not meant .. to be derogatory, 

since the linear controller was only discussed in two para

graphs in a paper concerned mainly with the time-optimal control 

strategy). 

It is my opinion that the most effective design approach·for systems 

containing nonlinear elements is that given by optimal control theory, 

or when it is more practical, approximations to the optimal control design. 

My reason for this statement is that the time response of a closed-loop 

nonlinear system generally cannot be expressed in an analytical fashion 

as is customary in the conventioa:l design approach; however, if the output 

waveform (or more correctly, the trajectory of the system's state) can be 

specified for a class of control inputs to the plant, then the ideal feedback 
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structure and its parameters can be determined. If the ideal feedback 

structure is impractical, then it is quite possible that simpler sub-

optimal feedback structures will suggest themselves. We have discussed 
' . 

one optimal (time-optimal) strategy and have presented a-linear P'~ con-
. . 

·troller that is an approximation to the optimal one. · 

The linear ?WM controller presented here is an approximation to the 

time-optimal PWM controller in the following sense: A set of lir:.ear feed

back coefficients are specified which bring an initial state ver; close 

to the time-optimal trajectory~ However, this set of coefficients is 

necessarily different for every different initial condition, except for 

those initial conditions large enough so that the speed reaches its 

maximum steady-state ~alue ·(x2 = 1 in the normalized units). It was 

found that the trajectory for the linear PV!M controller was closest to 

the time-optiinal one when the parameter x..,_ (in the defining equations 
"-lllaX 

for the feedback coefficients) was close to the magnitude of the m~um 

speed for the given initial condition. The value of x2m which gives ax 

the fastest response might be specified in terms of all possible initial 

conditions, but it does not seem to be practical for a time•invariant 

linear feedback system. From these considerations, we conclude that the 

method serves as a good synthesis technique for F~~ control of a servo-

motor type of plant, when the reference signal changes slowly compared 

to the response time • 

One of our principal concerns in approximating the time-optimal 

feedback with linear feedback was how much performance would be sacrificed 

because of the simpler feedback. We found that the relative performance 

of the time-optimal control and linear control depends on several factors. 

These factors are the size of the initial conditions, the size of the 
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equilibrium point (the target circle), and the sample period. A very 

brief statement of this comparison of performance is that the linear PwN 

controller can be as fast as the time-optimal controller or three times 

as slo~, depending on the factors mentioned above and assuming that the 

target size is no smaller than 0.001. See Sec. VII for the discussions 

of the relative performance of the t~o controllers. 

Additional research :l.s needed to determine a technique for specifying 
) 

the feedback coefficients for +inear Pffi~ control of plants other than the 

servomotor type. It is expected ~hat the method presented here could 
' 

easily ·be appl,ied to the double integrator type plant, but higher order 

plants and the nonintegrating second-orde_r plant would be an entirely 
' I 

different and more difficult problem. Anoth~r area of useful study ~auld 
'· . 

be to investigate the use of a polynomial appro~imation to the time-

optimal control band in order to simplify the calculation of the pulse 

~idth and yet be more time-optimal .than is possible ~ith the linear P~1 
i 

controller.;· 

(. 
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IX. · APPENDICES 

IX.A. Equations Defining Time-Ootimal Pulse Widths 

The equations describing the time-optimal control region for the 

normalized servomotor plant are derived in this appendix. 

The optimal switching curve for continuous relay control is denoted 

by the vector§.(~). This vector describes a locus in the second quadrant 

as the parameter, t, varies in the range 0 .::r; t < oo, The vector §.( t) 

is found in the following manner: 

' The trajectory for a negative input of one to the plant is described 

by the transition equation 

t 

l!;(t) = J1:(t)J!:(O) .~I J1:(t ~ ~)ll. d~· 
0 

(77) 

where 

The initial conditions which can be transferred to· the origin at time t 

can be found from Eq. (77) by solving for ~(0) with :s,(t) = 0. The result--

a locus, §.(t), of points that are,transferred to the origin in time t with 

the input u = -1--is· found to be 

§.( t) =[t:l-•J , 
e - 1 

0 ~ t<oo. (78) 

The two components or §.(t), 

x~(t) = t + 1. t 
- e 

x2(t) t 
- 1 = e , 

I 
I 
l 

I 
I 
I 

,r.-, f""' 
..... ...- ! 

• 

t' f 
. l 

,, f 
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can be expresseo in terms of each other by eliminating the parameter 

t, i.e., 

Therefore, the locus S(t) is 

S· -· . 
(79) 

Now, let 1s,1 ( t) be the vector tracing out the upper pulse-width

saturation boundary. Then for x2 ~ 0, 
j 

and for x2 ~ 0, (80) 

"Likewise, the lower boundary is 

T ~ t<oo. (~1) 

The curve which devides the state space into regions of positive 

and negative polarity pulses is described by 

(82) 

After the parameter t is eliminated in a manner similar to that done for 

§(t), the equations obtained for ~' 1s,1, and £2 are: 

~: x, = ... 

T ln(x2 + e ) ~ T - x2, . 

- [ 1n ( l x21 + e T) - T - I x2\ 

T 

X 
... - { 2T .- ln( -x2 - 1 + 2e ) ~ x2 , 

, ·-
.... ln ( x2 + 1) - x2 · · 

(83) 

(84) 
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x2>- x2* 

x2~- x2*· 

More general expressions which define the region between, and 

includes, the boundaries K and kl are the following; 

where now 

Similarly, for the region .between K and k2: 

I 61 T 

{

. -o1 - x2 - T + ln(x2 + e - 1 + e ) , 
xl '·= · · ll · ·r 

~ ~ -. x2 + T - ln ( -x2 - e + 1 + e ) 1 

(85) 

(86) 

In order to use Eqs. (8&) and (87.) to calculate the pulse width, 

't = ( 
01' they can be- put in the form .... 

. and solved in an iterative fashion. The Fortran program used for this 

purpose is given in Appendix B. Other methods are available for solving 

the nonlinear equation which converge faster and should certainly be 

considered if real-tima·computation is contemplated. One such method, 

for example, is the Newton~Raphson method in which the error at one step 

is proportional to the square of the error for the previous iteration step. 

L:' .. 

. ' 

f> 
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IX.B. Fortran Program to Calculate Time-Optimal Pulse Widths 
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'-..· I 

OE~ISON OPTIMAL TI~E FORTR~N SOURCE LIST 
IS~ SOU~C( SThTE~E~T 

0 li6FTC T4UOPI 
l SUtlRJUTI~E TAUOPTIX1,X2,T,OELNEW,SGN) 

C IIE~ATIVE SOLUTIO~ OF TIME OPTIMAL PULSE WIDTH CO~fROL FOR SECO~O 
C ORDER SE~VO~OTJ~ TYPE PLA~T. 

'C STATE VA~lAtlLES ARE Xl•OUTPUT,X2•0X1/DTIME, 
2 ET•EXPITl . 

. 3 10 =0 
4 li=-SIG~I1.,X1l 
5 OEL=O. 
6 1 10=10+1 
7 2 A=SlG~t1.,X2+tEXPtDELl-1,1•6l 

10 Ocl~Eft=-B•IXl+X2tA•T-A•ALOGl~•X2+~•B•EXPIDELI-~•B+ETII . 
···- ------ 11----·-----·IFIDEL~Oil10,11,12 . ./ 

12 10 R=B•J-1,) 
13 IFI IO.~T.5l GJ TO 20 

.16 GO TO 1 
17 11 SG~=B 

20 RETUR"4 
21 20 P~l"4T ~9 
22 99 FO~~AT 124HSIG~ OF 8 NOT CONVERGING) 
23 12 JFIAtlSIDEL~Ew-OELl,LE,,002•0ELIGO TO 30 
26 10• IOtl 
27 OEL•DEL~EI'I 
30 IFIDEL~GT,T.~~O.IO.GT,3l~D TO 50 

. 33 IFIOt:L,GE,TlOEL•T . . 
36 IFI IO,;;T,70lGO TO 40 
41 GO TO 2 
42 30 SG~=B 
43 RETUR'I 
44 ~0 OEL~EW•T 
45 s::;~·s 
46 ii.ETUR~ 

47 40 PRINT LOO,OEL~EW 
50 100 FJ~MAT138HOPULSE WIOTH~DOtS ~DT CO~V~RGE,DEL~EW•,E11,4l 
51. 'IE TUR~ 
52 E.'ID 

XBL672 -7151 

FIGURE 41. 

FORTRAN PROGRAM FoR SOLUTION OF' TIME-0Pl'.D1AL PULSE WIDTH 
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neg. 
13=-ll 

Yes 

FIGUP.E 42 

Yefj 

No 

\ 

~ .= 13 
0p1= T 

FLOW DIAGRAH OF TTII.E-OPTlMAL PULSE WIDTH SOLUTION 

, . 

XBL672-748 
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